Objective: We describe q-sequence deconvolution (QSD), a new data acquisition/analysis method for evoked-responses that solves the problem of waveform distortion at high stimulus repetition-rates, due to response overlap. QSD can increase the sensitivity of clinically useful evoked-responses because it is well known that high stimulus repetition-rates are better for detecting pathophysiology.
Introduction
It is well known that evoked responses can detect pathology more readily if the stimulus repetition-rate is high. For example, Hecox et al. (1981) stated that for pediatric applications of the auditory brainstem response (ABR), ".increasing rate of stimulation facilitates the identification of [ABR] abnormalities". As late as 2002, the use of high-rate stimuli has been strongly advocated for the ABR when evaluating preterm infants (Jiang et al., 2002) . (see the Discussion and Table 1 for additional, extensive evidence for the known value of using a high stimulus repetition-rate to detect brainstem disorders.)
Despite strong evidence for the usefulness of high-rate stimulation, technical difficulties prevent its widespread use. "Unfortunately, the clarity of the [ABR] often deteriorates as stimulation rate is increased" (Weber and Fujikawa, 1977) . Similarly "Faster rates (more than 80 per second) have rate-dependent abnormalities in our experience, but use of such rapid rates of stimulation is selfdefeating in some cases because of the associated loss of 
